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Idrivesafely chapter 4 answers

When you detect your emotions begin to dominate your judgment and actions while driving, you should practice_______. When you detect your emotions begin to dominate your judgment and actions while driving, what should you practice? A.) your ability to name different brands of cars B.) mind games C.) reciting traffic laws D.) Self-
regulation Get the right self-regulation ANSWER If you drive in heavy traffic and want to weave in and out of traffic to get ahead, it can be a result of ______. If you drive in heavy traffic and want to weave in and out of traffic to get ahead, it can be a result of _____. A.) your competitive character B.) is a C trick guide.) velocitation D.) is
annoyed with traffic laws Get the right answer your competitive nature Carelessness is a general lack of __________ the task of driving. • Carelessness is a general lack of vacuum driving work ‧ Carelessness is a general lack of of__________the work of driving. A.) interested in B.) respect for C.) focus on D.) Understanding the Get the
Correct ANSWER focus on If you have to drive on a long journey, get plenty of rest before you leave and plan on stopping every ____ hours. If you need to drive on a long journey, rest before you leave and plan to stop every _____ hours. A.) 4 B.) 5 C.) 3 D.) 2 2. If you need to drive on a long journey, rest before you leave and plan to
stop every ______ hours. A.) 15 B.) five C.) two D.) 10 Get the right answer two most drivers make __________ driving errors for every 20 decisions they make while driving. • Most drivers make _____ driving errors for every 20 decisions they make while driving. A.) 10 B.) a C.) two D.) 20 Get the right answer two You are impaired when
your ability to operate a vehicle is ______. You are impaired when your ability to operate a vehicle is what A.) consistent B.) extremely accurate C.) enhanced D.) limited or blocked Get the right answer limited or blocked while driving if you need to use your mobile phone, _________. When driving, if you need to use your mobile phone
idrivesaferly ‧ While driving, if you need to use your mobile phone you need to A.) is completely safe as long as you have your eyes on the road B.) using a hands-free phone will keep your mind on driving C.) should stop to use the phone D.) it's risk-free to have the conversation in a low traffic environment Get the right answer you need
to pull over to use the phone One way to control distractions is __________. One way to control distractions while driving is to A.) turn on your music louder B.) increase your speed and honk your horn C.) inventory of what you can check (Make an inventory of distractions that you can actually control) D.) do not lead when there are
distractions present Get the correct inventory RESPONSE what you can control (Make an inventory of distractions that you really can control) The rhythm that regulates the body's body the wake-up/sleep cycle is called __________. A.) the natural rate B.) circadian rhythm C.) the timed rate D.) a 4/4 rhythm Get the correct response of the
circadian rhythm The circadian rhythm is embedded in the human body to provide _____________ for itself. A.) Heart rate B.) Balance C.) Motion D.) Traffic Get the right answer rest of Microsleeps last between __________ seconds. ‧ micro sleep last how many seconds A.) nine to ten B.) seven to eight C.) four to five D.) six to seven
Get the right answer four to five if you are experiencing microsleep, __________. If you display microspheric while driving , if you display a blank A.) accelerate and reach your destination B.) do not worry, it will pass quickly C.) pull off the road in a safe place and nap D.) Drink some hot coffee Get the right answer pull off the road in a safe
place and nap Negative thoughts that occur while driving often surface in the form of ____ ‧ Negative thoughts that occur while driving often surface in the form of what A.) a cheerful, optimistic attitude B.) play loud music C.) hostile verbal expression D.) get lost during your trip Get the right response hostile verbal expression It is not safe
to drive if you stay awake during ______. A.) Your natural sleep time B.) hours immediately after going to the gym C.) in the late hours of the morning D.) in the hours immediately after eating a large meal Get the right answer your natural sleep time Never drive when your body tells you ________. A.) is restful B.) is hungry C.) is tired D.)
is thirsty Get the right answer is tired Texas Defense Driving Test answers CHAPTER LEVEL 4, UNIT 4 Original: Carelessness is generally caused by concentration in __________. • Carelessness is usually caused by concentration in A.) the car in front of you B.) emotional issues C.) the car behind you D.) Drive in the lane next to you
Get the right emotional questions answer 2. Carelessness is generally caused by concentration in ____________. • Careless driving is generally caused by concentration in A.) physical illness B.) emotional issues C.) drowsy driving D.) low visibility Get the right answer to emotional issues Some people when caught in a situation where
they have no control can become frustrated, which can lead to______. Some people may be disappointed when caught in a situation where they have no control, which can lead to ______. A.) boredom B.) aggression C.) velocitation D.) euphoria Get the right aggression response Racing other drivers, tailgating, and trying to a train on a
railway crossing are possible consequences of __________ while driving while with reduced capacity. A.) impaired vision B.) increased anxiety C.) increased aggression D.) reduced aggression Get the right response increased aggression Other drivers depend on you to be rational and ______. A.) silent B.) B.) C.) quick D.) irrational Get
the right answer predictable law enforcement agencies consider which of the following to be aggressive driving behavior? A.) Failing to give the right-of-way B.) Making unsafe U-turns C.) Throwing objects from vehicle D.) All answers are correct Get the right answer All answers are correct A driver that feels justified in the dominance of
others and engages in conflict-causing behavior is a/an ______. A.) aggressive driver B.) alcoholic C.) important executive D.) sleepy guide Click here to find out the response aggressive guide Law enforcement agencies categorize observable aggressive driving behavior as which of the following? A.) Making unsafe U-turns B.) Throwing
an object from vehicle C.) Failure to return road right D.) All the answers are correct Get the right answer All the answers are correct During every mile you drive, you make approximately__________driving relevant decisions. A.) 20 B.) 10 C.) 5 D.) 30 Get the Right Answer 20 See iDriveSafely Current Pricing Offers HereBelow is a list of
correct iDriveSafely answers to many of the questions they ask their online school traffic program. Just use the find feature in your browser (press ctrl + F) and you can search for the questions you have. IMPORTANT: If you haven't already checked it out, make sure you read my online school traffic responses page because I give a lot of
super simple tips and tricks that will help you easily spend the first time. You probably won't even need to use the iDriveSafely answers listed here as you'll be able to quickly find all the answers you need from yourself in seconds using my tricks. Also, while I think iDriveSafely is a great course, make sure you compare them to my online
traffic school reviews. There are a bunch of different discount codes and coupons for many online traffic schools on this page. Help! SHARE Your Answers! Tomorrow, someone will be in the same shoes you are looking for iDriveSafely answers. If your questions and answers are different from those published below, please copy and
paste your questions and answers into the comments box below. It would be a huge help! List of current iDriveSafely questions and correct answers1. If you see the farm equipment ahead travel on the same road as you,_________. Correct answer: Pass them to the right and exercise patience2. Driving decisions depend on the
information they have learned, realistic perceptions and _____. Correct answer: Correct judgments3. Cruise control should not be used__________. Correct In the rain4. Young children may have suffered serious injuries from ______, which develop even in a low-speed crash. Correct answer: Airbags5. Highway hypnosis is associated
with __________ Correct answer: Sleepy driving6. If you're stuck in a traffic jam and you can feel your anger growing, you're facing an emotional challenge called __________ Correct answer: Restriction7. A major advantage of the push/pull steering from the low hand position Answer: enhanced control of the vehicle because the hands
remain close to the body and maintain a more stable vertical position of the body8. Most slips are caused by_________. Correct answer: Driver error 9. While crossing a two-lane road, _________. Correct answer: Identify a safe space to return to10. If you can see an emergency vehicle with flashing lights in front, ______. Correct answer:
Do not watch too closely11. If you are involved in a collision and the vehicles are still operating, _________. Correct answer: Move them out of traffic12. The majority of drivers involved in collisions are people who have _____driving record. Correct answer: Good13. Motor vehicle-related death is the number one cause of death and
collisions with motor vehicles are the leading cause of death for people aged _____. Correct answer: 3 to 3314. If the intervention does not work, instead of driving with the visually impaired driver, then______. Correct answer: Call a taxi15. Using octane with a higher score than vehicle______ system. Correct answer: Does not increase
power16. If you take sedatives, you might experience____. Correct answer: Reduced reflexes17. Over__________people were killed in 2005 in alcohol-related accidents. Correct answer: 16,00018. If your vehicle starts to seaplane, you need _____. Correct answer: Reduce your speed19. In general, for men it takes the liver up to
__________ to process about a drink. Correct answer: 1 hour20. If you park by the shoulder after a lesion, __________ Correct answer: Be careful of tall dry grass21. Aggressive driving can be defined as the operation of a vehicle in a way that is likely to________. Correct answer: Risk someone22. When your reversing mirror is set to its
night setting, it can interfere with your ability to_________. Correct answer: Judge the distance of traffic behind you23. Traffic engineers and legislators have designed our roads, laws and traffic controls to help drivers __________ what other road users are going to do. Correct answer: Prediction and prediction24. Alcohol begins to affect
you__________after enters your body. Correct answer: Moments25. After you start your vehicle, make sure _________ is turned off. Correct answer: Warning lights26. If an approaching driver refuses to change his high rays to low, should_____. Correct answer: Locate the white line pointer and use it to guide you27. Driver adhesion
systems__________the control. Correct answer: Assist28. Looking at the ground next to a moving vehicle helps you judge its__________. Answer: Speed29. In the US, about 40,_______people injured each year and about 40,000 people are killed in traffic collisions. Correct answer: 3 MILLION30. Never ______ on or near a railway line.
Correct answer: Stop31. Text can be used with a diamond symbol to delineate__________. Correct answer: Reserved lanes32. When approaching a railway crossing, you must look_____. Correct answer: Both ways33. Alcohol is quick to find its way to the brain, because because Answer: The brain contains more blood34. One of the
most important things you can do while driving is to focus the__________of your passengers. Correct answer: Safety35. If you see raindrops falling on the surface of the road or if you are forced to drive through a puddle or standing water, ______. Correct answer: Avoid hard braking and overly aggressive steering36. Among the dead,
teenage drivers have the highest mortality rates per mile driven among all age groups, followed by older drivers and young __________ Correct answer: Adult men37. _________is one of the top three factors associated with fatal accidents. Correct answer: All these answers are correct.38 New pedestrian and school zone signs are on
the pavement to warn drivers of an impending pedestrian crossing. I are_______. Correct answer: Fluorescent yellow-green diamond in shape39. When you're tired your __________ shrinks. Correct answer: Peripheral vision40. On a three or five lane road, when you have a broken yellow line on your side of the road,_________. Correct
answer: Give the right-of-way to anti-current traffic41. If you are a passenger and have your seat reclining with your seat belt in case of a collision, ______. Correct answer: Your body could slide forward, increasing the likelihood of injury42. The risk while driving is defined as the probability of _______, damage or loss. Correct answer:
Damage43. When passing by a motorcycle,________. Correct answer: Stay in your lane44. If you pick up your vehicle, should_______. Correct answer: Refer to your owner's manual for maximum load weight45. When entering traffic from a stop position, always give the right to the road to_________. Correct answer: All answers are
correct.46 Stay ______ when you go through a curve. Correct answer: On the right side of your lane47. Smooth or humid low adhesion surface conditions make it difficult to control the speed _______of your vehicle. Correct answer: Direction48. Electronic highway message boards communicate______. Correct answer: Security
messages49. There are usually ______ collisions in a motor vehicle collision. Correct answer: Three50. Activate your________ long before your manoeuvre to turn or change lanes. Correct answer: SignalQuestion 1: Motorcycles are extremely difficult to see if they are ________ Correct: approaching from the sideQuestion 2: Flashing red
and yellow lights check some intersections during times when there is __________ traffic flow. Correct: lowQuestion 3: It is illegal to follow an emergency vehicle at a distance of ____ or to within __________ from where an emergency vehicle responds to an alarm. Correct: 500 feet, a blockQuestion 4: Don't use your horn directly behind
a ____________ or a horse rider on the side of the roadway. Correct: bicyclistQuestion 5: __________ percent of pedestrian deaths in 2009 resulted from people mis crossing the road or intersection, walking, playing or working on the road. Correct: Correct: 6: Step trucks (delivery trucks) and 15 passenger trucks ______. Correct: have
bad backwards visionQuestion 7: Use your __________ to communicate with other drivers that you're in trouble, there's trouble ahead, or when you're moving too slowly. Correct: emergency lightsEste 8: When you pass a stopped school bus, you don't have to stop if __________. Correct: the school bus is located on the opposite side of
a roadway separated by a physical barrier. Question 9: Deer are likely to be more active and roam outside their territory during ______. Correct: autumnQuestion 10: Which of the following should you do when approaching a controlled intersection with multiple turning lanes?****Incorrect: Make sure no one is on your rightPoina: 1 One of
the most important things you can do while driving is to focus on the__________of your passengers. Correct: safetyQuestion: 2 When backing up is best to____. Correct: check behind the car before taking inQuestion: 3 If you are a passenger and have your seat reclining with your seat belt in case of a collision, ______. Correct: your
body could slide forward, increasing the likelihood of injurySeed: 4 If your vehicle starts to seaplane, you should _____. Correct: reduce your speedSeech: 5 Alcohol is quick to find its way to the brain because ______. Correct: the brain contains more bloodSx: 6 After you start your vehicle, make sure _____________ is turned off. Correct:
warning lightsPosse: 7 The majority of drivers involved in collisions are people who have _____driving record. Correct: goodQuestion: 8 If you are careless on the road, will__________. Correct: you should not be prepared for the unexpectedQuestion: 9 If you are the only one at the scene of the crash _________. Correct: call
911Question: 10 Alcohol begins to you__________after enters your body. Correct: momentsSna: 11 Electronic highway message boards communicate______. Correct: safety messagesSast: 12 Start assessing the risk associated with the three main elements of driving before you get behind the wheel; assess your own well-being,
_________, and your vehicle. Correct: road conditionsQuestion: 13 If you are stuck in a traffic jam and you can feel your anger growing, you face a challenge called __________. Correct: ConstraintSes: 14 When passing by a motorcycle,________. Correct: stay in your laneEstio: 15 The worst type of collision to be in is a ______. Correct:
frontal collisionXx: 16 If you need to drive on a long journey, wearing the seat belt prevents you _________ from tiring so quickly. Correct: MusclesEst it: 17 When traveling back large trucks, _________ the distance below. Correct: increaseDance: 18 By law, if you're involved in conflict, _________. Correct: you must stopTe: 19
Aggressive driving can be defined as the operation of a vehicle in a way that is likely to________. Correct: someone's riskIt is: 20 Turn on your________ your________ before your manoeuvre to turn or change lanes. Correct: signalAnion: 21 seat belts are designed_______. Correct: with emergency locking mechanismStop: 22 When the
rear-view mirror is set to its night setting, it can interfere with your ability to_________. Correct: judge the distance of traffic behind youEstia: 23 When traveling on rural roads at higher speeds, remember will______. Correct: you need a longer stop distanceQuestsion: 24 New pedestrian and school zone signs are on the pavement to warn
drivers of an impending pedestrian crossing. I are_______. Correct: fluorescent yellow-green diamond-shapedQuestsion: 25 Stay on the right side of your lane when __________. Correct: you're going through a Question 1 curve: According to NHTSA, the combination of __________ and __________ reduce the risk of severe head injury-
related collision by 83 percent. Correct: front airbags, seat beltsEst 2: One of the most important things to do before leaving the lot with a rental car is ______. Correct: check the position and status of the spare tyreQuestion 3: If the parts are replaced when you have done work on your vehicle, ______. Correct: ask to see the oldQuestion
4: Federal motor vehicle safety standards are written in terms of__________safety performance requirements for motor vehicles. Correct: Min 5: Do not try to drive more than__________hours on any day. Correct: 8Question 6: A driving technique that could increase your fuel economy is to_______. Correct: avoid unnecessary
engagement in the chickpea 7: Child restraint anchorage systems should be have__________lower anchorages. Correct: 2Question 8: There have been improvements in ABS including ____________ Correct: emergency aidCorn 9: Every 15,000 miles, _______. Correct: check automatic transmission fluidSx 10: Every 30,000 miles,
____. Correct: automatic gearbox serviceSess 1: Determine a safe speed to travel on a ______-based basis. Correct: All these answers are correct. Question 2: Our natural tendency is to focus on what happens before where we go, so you need to mirrors__________ yourself. Correct: every time you change speed or positionEsta 3: At
intersections, first look at _____ . Correct: leftQuestion 4: In California, what is the speed limit near schools and senior centers? Correct: 25 mphQuestion 5: When driving at night and you will encounter curves, what should you remember? Correct: The headlights show you straight ahead, not on the curve. Question 6: A __________
projector lens can reduce the amount of light it emits by 90%. Correct: dirtyQuestion 7: You can reduce the blind spot of your vehicle by_______. Right: Large Side MirrorsQuestion 8: If a driver in front suddenly stops and a collision occurs it is _____'s fault. Correct: the driver behind Question 9: When leaving a parking spot,
____________ has the right-of-way. Correct: the vehicle already in lane Esthmiso 10: When turn red allowed, you still need ______. Correct: performance to pedestrians on pedestrian crossingEa 1: If oil pressure light lights up while driving, should_______. Correct: pull off the road as soon as possiblePosse 2: Large margins of space on
the road provide ____________ Correct: visibility, time and distance should avoid collisionsEstes 3: If your brakes fail, one of the first things to do is _____ Correct: pump the brake pedal 4: Travelling at high speeds requires__________. Correct: longer stopping distancesI was 5: If you are in a state of emergency and there is no room on
the side to get out of the way of a crash, _____ Correct: use controlled brakingQuestion 6: To reduce the risk of collision, you should least__________of space on one side of your vehicle at all times. Correct: a car widthXes 7: Place or secure large objects and loose objects in __________ for safety and to prevent theft. Correct:
trunkQuestion 8: If you experience a bump out on one of your front tires, your vehicle will ____. Correct: pull hard towards the deflated tyreQuestion 9: To reduce injury if your airbag deploys, place your body at least _______from steering wheel. Correct: 10 inchesIn 10: Several factors can cause wheel failure including below inflation,
hard braking, and ____. Correct: misalignment of wheelsEda 1: Many frontal collisions occur on two-lane roads during transit due to drivers______. Correct: incorrectly the closing rate of the opposite trafficQuestion 2: If traffic travels faster than the speed limit, resist going the speed of the the________. Correct: fastest vehiclesEst 3: As
you approach a steep uphill climb in the mountains,_______. Correct: choose a lower gearQuestion 4: On cold days, to prevent moisture from forming inside the glass, _________ before turning on defrosting. Correct: turn the heater on high and let the engine warm upEfach 5: When driving in the city, the busy urban environment can
cause _____________. Correct: Optical overloadXx 6: Wet roads in___________. Correct: poor gripXx 7: When driving in the city, ________may help you avoid traffic, but it may not be as safe or may increase your travel time due to traffic lights. Correct: side streetsQuestion 8: Urban driving often includes limited _____ which often
prevents advance warning of traffic barriers. Correct: VisibilitySte 9: Prevent a highway emergency by merging without________. Correct: stoppingQuestion 10: When you change lanes in a highlight your intentions and _________. Correct: don't predict that other drivers will open a gap to enter Question 1: Deer are likely to be more active
and roam outside their territory during __________ Correct: Autumn Colonial 2: Passing a stopped school bus with flashing red lights and a stop signal arm can create a fine of up to ____ Correct: $1,000Need 3: 3: during_______. Correct: rush hourSes 4: Don't use your horn directly behind a __________ or a horse rider on the side of
the road. Correct: bicyclistQuestion 5: In California, __________ is allowed to use OV lanes. Correct: motorcyclesQuestion 6: White letters and symbols painted on the surface of the road surface are used to ____. Correct: supplement marksQuestion 7: _______when you approach a blind curve to warn others who may not see you
coming. Correct: Honk hornQuestion 8: Step trucks (delivery trucks) and 15 passenger trucks __________. Correct: have bad backwards visionQuestion 9: Flashing red and yellow lights control certain intersections during times when there __________traffic no flow. Correct: lowQuestion 10: In California, pedestrians crossing out of a
marked walkway should __________ right-of-way in other vehicles. Correct: yieldQuestion 1: In general, when you accept the privilege of driving in California, you are supposed to have given your ____ to submit to a __________ test if requested by a police officer. Correct: consent? chemicalQuestion 2: When you combine alcohol with
some medications, the results may be_____. Correct: fatalQuestion 3: If you notice someone driving erratically behind you, you should _____. Correct: let him/her pass you and place your vehicle with plenty of space behind the bad driverQuestsion 4: If you are taking a prescription drug and you are going to drive, ______. Correct:
conduct self-inventory of all drugs consumed and their side effectsPerin 5: Men can eliminate alcohol from their bodies faster than women due to the existence of higher amounts of __________. Correct: the enzyme dehydrogenaseQuestsion 6: Due to synergism, if you take two sedatives together, it may be the same as taking_________.
Correct: 3Re investigation 7: Sedatives affect the__________. Correct: central nervous systemQuestion 8: On average in the US, a friend, parent or family member every__________minutes in alcohol-related accidents. Correct: 48Question 9: Alcohol is metabolized by the_________. Correct: liverQuestion 10: In California, the fine for a
DUI can range from $390 to _________ (plus penalty estimates). Correct: $1,000Question 1: If your brakes fail, one of the first things you need to do is ______. Correct: pump the brake pedalErchina 2: Most hazards or obstacles will be detected ____________ of your vehicle. Correct: in the front Question 3: Proper use of safety
equipment in your vehicle has the potential to _________. Correct: reduce possible injuriesSeach 4: To reduce the injury if the airbag develops, place your body at least __________ off the steering wheel. Correct: 10 5: Travelling at high speeds ______. Correct: requires longer stopping distancesSted 6: To regain control of a vehicle at a
slip, __________. Correct: make smooth steering correctionsSx 7: To reduce the risk of collision, you need to keep at least ______ of space on one side of the at any time. Correct: a car widthCorn 8: Even if your vehicle has minimal collision damage, you have the safety features of the ______vehicle. Correct: controlled by a qualified
technicianQuestion 9: Large margins of space on the road provide ____________ Correct: the visibility, time and distance you need to avoid collisionsEstes 10: Various factors can cause tyre damage, including inflation, hard braking and ______. Correct: misalignment of wheelsEasy 1: To issue a Texas driver's license, you need
________ Correct: pass a behind-the-wheel test, a vision test, and a written examinationSerity 2: __________ insurance coverage provides protection for damage to persons or assets. Correct: ResponsibilityQuestion 3: About one in ten ______drivers. Correct: involved in a crash every yearPypist 4: Because the actions of other road
users are ____ , you can reduce your risk if you communicate adequately with those around you. Always indicate your intention to change lanes or turn around. Correct: unpredictableQuestion 5: Driving is a _________ society has trusted us when we are granted a license. Correct: privilegeQuestion 6: Your driver environment changes
every time you get behind the wheel - the weather, road conditions, your vehicle and other drivers are ____. Correct: UnpredictableSpast 7: Evaluate the weather conditions, the condition of your vehicle, and other risk factors, including ______, every time you drive. Correct: your own well beingQuestion 8: The minimum age requirement
for a texas driver's license is: Correct: 18 years old or 16 at the completion of a driver training courseQuestion 9: You should never drive ____, you should avoid sudden driving and braking, and you should always signal your intention to turn or change lanes. Correct: where you can't seePress File 10: Customize your vehicle's __________
to prevent a dangerous event from occurring or to minimize the consequences of an inevitable collision. Correct: position or speedSeed 1: When driving, if you need to use your mobile phone, _________. Correct: you need to stop to use the phoneQuestion 2: Negative thoughts that occur when driving often surface in the form of ______.
Correct: hostile verbal expressionEase 3: You are impaired when your ability to operate a vehicle is ______. Correct: limited or obstructedAudasa 4: Never drive when your body tells you ______. Correct: is tiredQuestion 5: Some people may become frustrated when caught in a situation where they have no control, which can lead to
__________. Correct: AggressionSes 6: Microsleeps last between Seconds. Correct: four to fivePemona 7: Carelessness is generally caused by concentration in __________. Correct: Emotional IssuesQuestsion 8: If you drive in heavy traffic and want to weave in and out of traffic to get ahead, it can be a result of ______. Correct: Your
competitive natureQuestion 9: It's not safe to drive if you stay during __________. Correct: your natural sleep timeQuestion 10: The rate that regulates the body's natural wake-up/sleep cycle is called __________ Correct: the circadian rhythmDiakos 1: The effects of alcohol are ______. Correct: unpredictableQuestion 2: A 12-ounce pot of
beer, a 5-ounce glass of wine and 1.5 ounces of 80-proof liqueur __________. Correct: all contain the same amount of alcoholQuestion 3: If you are taking a prescription drug and it is going to lead, ________. Correct: conduct an inventory of all the drugs consumed and their side effectsSeach 4: Someone dies in the United States every
__________ minutes in an alcohol-related crash. Correct: 48Question 5: If you have an alcoholic beverage that has been opened, has a broken seal, or has removed some of the contents in the passenger compartment of the vehicle, __________.. Correct: you will be charged a fine of up to $500Question 6: All legal drugs carry ________
Correct: warning labelsIst 7: Due to synergism, if you take two sedatives together, it can be the same as taking ______. Correct: threeQuestion 8: Most government vehicle codes state that you should not drive after taking a substance that ____ Correct: changes the central nervous systemQuestion 9: Once in the brain, alcohol affects
____. Correct: reasoning, judgment, and concentrationQuestion 10: When you combine alcohol with certain drugs, the results can be __________. Correct: fataleQuestion 1: __________ related traffic-related crashes is one of our biggest social problems. Correct: Injury and deathEsparton 2: Slowing down or rolling through a stop sign is
____. Correct: against the lawQuestion 3: About one in ten ______drivers. Correct: involved in a crash every yearPypist 4: Because the actions of other road users are ____ , you can reduce your risk if you communicate adequately with those around you. Always indicate your intention to change lanes or turn around. Correct:
UnpredictableRegiss 5: The minimum age requirement for a driver's license in Texas is: Incorrect: 15 years old, with a valid student license ***CORRECT: 18 years old or 16 years old at the completion of a driver's training course. Question 6: When driving, ______. Correct: the danger is always presentEsio 7: You should never drive
______, you should avoid sudden steering and braking and you should always indicate your intention to turn or change lanes. Correct: where you can not seeQuestion 8: is the temporary removal of your right to drive. Correct: SuspensionQuestion 9: Set up your vehicle's __________ to prevent a dangerous event from occurring or
minimize the consequences of an inevitable collision. Correct: position or speedXx 10: It is illegal to in the United States without ________. Correct: having liability insurance for your vehicleSteio 1: Many frontal collisions occur when crossing two-lane roads because drivers ______.. Correct: incorrectly the closing rate of the opposite
opposite 2: On the highway, maintain a distance of 3-4 seconds. If the road is slippery or wet, set your distance to __________. Correct: 6-8 secondsEpm 3: When driving in the city, __________ may help you avoid traffic, but it may not be as safe or may increase your travel time due to traffic control lights. Correct: side streetsQuestion 4:
When you change lanes on a highway, signal your intentions and __________. Correct: don't predict other drivers will open a gap to enterQuestion 5: If not posted otherwise, the maximum legal speed limit on a numbered highway in Texas during the day is ______. Correct: 70 mph (80 mph in some areas)Question 6: On cold days, to
prevent moisture from forming inside the glass, __________ before turning on the thaw. Correct: turn the heater high and let the engine warm upG ignore 7: As you enter the deceleration lane or exit ramp, slow down and __________. Correct: maintain a safe space cushion in front of and behind your vehicleSeed 8: One-way streets have
unique features, such as ______________ Correct: vehicles pointing all in one direction, as well as no yellow main lineQuestsion 9: Prevent a rapid traffic emergency by merging without ______. Correct: stoppingQuestion 10: __________ present drivers with unique and often high-risk challenges when driving in or near the city. Correct:
One-way roads, visual overload and traffic congestionSteal 1: __________-related traffic-related crashes is one of our biggest social problems. Correct: Injury and deathEsparton 2: Slowing down or rolling through a stop sign is ____. Correct: against the Coagulation Act 3: To help manage risk, it is important to ____ that can increase risk
levels. Correct: Stay alert to conditions or objectsSeed 4: Because the actions of other road users are __________, you can reduce the risk if you communicate adequately with those around you. Always indicate your intention to change lanes or turn around. Correct: UnpredictableSpast 5: Evaluate weather conditions, the condition of
your vehicle, and other risk factors, including ______, every time you drive. Correct: Your own Well BeingQuestion 6: As a guide, you can reduce your risk level by ______. Correct: adjusting your speed, conducting visual searches, and signallingSe 7: When driving, __________. Correct: the danger is always presentAchtasa 8: it is the



temporary removal of your right to drive. Correct: SuspensionQuestion 9: Roads that act as highways and divided highways high speeds and a higher risk of accidents __________ . Correct: high-impactQuestion 10: Set up your vehicle's __________ to prevent a dangerous event from occurring or to minimize the consequences of an
inevitable collision. Correct: position or speedXx 1: The rate that regulates the body's natural wake-up/sleep cycle is called _______. Correct: circadian rhythmPic 2: Negative thoughts that occur while driving often often __________. Correct: hostile verbal expressionInuse 3: When you detect your emotions begin to dominate your
judgment and actions while driving, you should practice_______. Correct: self-regulationUsuity 4: Other drivers depend on you to be rational and________. Correct: predictable Heston 5: During every mile you drive, you make approximately__________driving decisions. Correct: 20Question 6: Microsleeps last __________ seconds.
Correct: 4 to 5Question 7: If you are experiencing microsleep, __________. Correct: pull off the road in a safe place and napQuestion 8: During every mile you drive, up to to__________events you need to interpret can happen. Correct: 200Question 9: If you have to drive on a long journey, get plenty of rest before you leave and plan on
stopping every ____ hours. Correct: 2Question 10: It is not safe to drive if you stay during_____. Correct: Your natural sleep timeQuestion 1: If you are driving an SUV or RV, you should worry about clearing while driving ____________ Correct: in the garage parkingXx 2: New hand positions are encouraged at the wheel, such as
____________ Correct: 8 and 4 hoursEcor 3: In California, what is the speed limit near schools and senior centers? Correct: 25 mphQuestion 4: How can you rate if you're not looking far enough ahead when driving? Correct: Make frequent, quick stops. Question 5: When driving at night and experiencing curves, what should you
remember? Correct: The headlights show you straight ahead, not on the curve. Question 6: High speed increases the risk of collision because of all these things EXCEPT: Correct: visibility increasesA way 7: A __________ projector lens can reduce the amount of light it emits by 90%. Correct: dirtyQuestion 8: Scanning low allows you to
locate__________before to hit them. Correct: potholesStee 9: The speed was posted on a sign that warns you of a curve ahead,____________ Correct: it is the safe speed to travel in ideal conditionsSteed 10: Enter a curve MORE LATEST THAN the speed posted if __________ Correct: All these answers are correct. Question 2: The
drink to have fun is called __________. Correct: recreational drinkingQuestion 3: Stimulants can create a__________. Correct: false sense of well-beingQuestion 4: In general, when you accept the privilege of driving in California, you are supposed to have given your ____ to submit to a __________ test if requested by a police officer.
Correct: consent? chemicalQuestion 5: All medicines issued with prescription_______. Correct: you have warning labelsSx 6: If you notice someone driving erratically behind you, you should _________. Correct: let him/her pass you and place your vehicle with plenty of space behind the bad guy 7: When you combine alcohol with some
drugs, the results can be_____. Correct: fatalQuestion 8: If you are taking a prescription drug and it is going to lead, __________. Correct: conducting a self-inventory of all medicines consumed and their side 1: Do law enforcement agencies categorize observable aggressive driving behavior as which of the following? Correct: All answers
are correctWhy 2: When driving, if you need to use your mobile phone, _________. Correct: pull up to use phoneQuestion 3: Known as road rage in California, what are some signs of aggressive driving? Correct: All options are correctSes 4: Never drive when your body says you_____. Correct: be tiredQuestion 5: When you detect your
emotions begin to dominate your judgment and actions while driving, you need to practice_______. Correct: self-regulationUser 6: During every mile you drive, you can make approximately__________driving relevant decisions. Correct: 20Question 7: If you are experiencing microsleep, ______. Correct: pull off the road in a safe place
and napQuestion 8: In California, with effect from July 1, 2008, you need to use a __________ mobile phone while driving. Correct: hands-freeQuestion 9: It is not safe to drive if you stay awake during_____. Right: Your natural sleep timeQuestion 10: If you need to drive on a long journey, take plenty of rest before you leave and plan on
stopping every ____ hours. Correct: 2Question 1: If you are approaching a controlled intersection with multiple turning lanes and would like to change lanes, you should do all of the following EXCEPT: Correction: Enter the lane as quickly as possible. Question 2: Passing a stopped school bus with shining red lights and a stop signal arm
can produce a fine up to ________ Correct: $1,000Question 3: If a police officer directs traffic during a funeral procession you should give them ________ Correct: the right-of-wayQuestion 4: Do not use your horn directly behind a ____________ or a horse rider on the side of the roadway. Correct: cyclistQuestion 1: Many head-on
collisions occur on two-lane roads during transit because drivers______. Correct: incorrectly the closing rate of the opposite trafficEste 2: As you enter the deceleration lane or exit ramp, slow down and_____________. Correct: Maintain a safe space cushion in front of and behind your vehicleSeed 3: While driving in the city, the busy
urban environment can cause _____________. Correct: Visual overloadXes 4: One of the most important tasks to complete if you are going to drive in rain, mud and mud is to_________. Correct: check your tire inflation and tread depthSeed 5: When driving in the city, ________may help you avoid traffic, but it may not be as safe or may
increase your travel time due to traffic control lights. Correct: side streetsQuestion 6: Prevention motorway need by merging without________. Correct: stoppingQuestion 7: When you change lanes on a highway, signal your intentions and _________. Correct: don't predict that other drivers will open a gap to enter Past 8: Before you enter
an intersection, the safest search process is __________ search. Correct: left, center, right, left againAerion: Many conflicts become more more when drivers __________. Correct: panicQuestion 2: Large margins of space on the road provide ____. Correct: visibility, time and distance should avoid collisionsEstes 4: If your brakes fail, one
of the first things to do is _____. Correct: pump the brake pedalEstes 5: Travelling at high speeds requires__________. Correct: longer stopping distancesSted 6: Place or secure large objects and loose objects in __________ for security and prevent theft. Correct: trunkQuestion 7: Even if your vehicle is minimally damaged by a collision,
you have the safety features of the __________ vehicle. Correct: controlled by a qualified technicianQuestion 8: Several factors can cause wheel failure including below inflation, hard braking, and ______. Correct: misalignment of wheelsEda 9: Proper use of safety equipment in your vehicle has the potential to __________ Correct: injury
reductionSe 10: If you drive through the water, your brakes can become slippery and ineffective. To dry the brakes, __________. Correct: apply your brakes gently as you speed up Past 2: One of the most important things to do before leaving the lot with a rental car is ______. Correct: check the position and status of the spare
tyreQuestion 3: If the parts are replaced when you have done work on your vehicle, ______. Correct: ask to see the oldQuestion 4: For specific instructions on the maintenance of your vehicle, be sure to _____. Correct: reference your owner's manualQuestion 5: Do not try to drive more than__________hours on any day. Correct:
8Question 6: A driving technique that could increase your fuel economy is to_______. Correct: avoid unnecessary rheumatism 7: __________transport a pet in the bed of an open truck. Correct: NeverQuestion 8: There have been improvements to the ABS including ____________ Correct: emergency aidCorn 9: Every 15,000 miles,
_______. Correct: check automatic transmission fluidSx 10: Every 30,000 miles, ____. Correct: service the automatic transmission: 1 Stay on the right side of your lane when ____________. Correct: you are going through a curveEstance: 2 One of the most important things you can do while driving is to focus the__________of your
passengers. Correct: safetyQuestion: 3 When the rear-view mirror is set to its night setting, it can interfere with your ability to_________. Correct: judge the distance of traffic behind youIn: 4 When backing up is best to____. Correct: check behind the car before taking inQuestion: 5 If you are a passenger and have your seat reclining with
your seat belt in case of a collision, ______. Your body could slide forward, increasing the likelihood of injurySeed: 6 When traveling behind large trucks, _______ distance below. Correct: Increase Horse: 7 After you start your vehicle, make sure _________ is turned off. Correct: warning lightsEstena: 8 The worst type of collision to be in
Head-on collision: 9 If you are careless on the road, will__________. Correct: not be prepared for the unexpectedEas: 10 If you are the only one at the scene of the crash _________. Correct: call 911Question: 11 Alcohol begins to you__________after enters your body. Right: momentsSna: 12 If you're stuck in a traffic jam and you can
feel your anger growing, you're facing a challenge called __________ Correct: restrictionBar: 13 Begin to assess the risk associated with the three main elements of driving before you get behind the wheel; assess your own well-being, _________, and your vehicle. Correct: road surface conditionsSeed: 14 Electronic highway message
boards communicate______. Correct: security messagesPeritone: 15 When passing by a motorcycle,________. Correct: stay in your laneSteio: 16 The majority of drivers involved in collisions are people who have _____driving record. Correct: goodQuestion: 17 If you need to drive on a long journey, wearing the seat belt prevents you
_______ from tiring so quickly. Correct: MuscleSucation: 18 Alcohol is quick to find its way to the brain because ______. Correct: the brain contains more bloodQuestion: 19 By law, if you are involved in a conflict, _________. Correct: you are obliged to stopStudy: 20 If your vehicle starts to seaplane, you need _____. Correct: reduce your
speedEst: 21 Aggressive driving can be defined as the operation of a vehicle in a way that is likely to________. Correct: risk someoneQuestion: 22 Turn your________ long before your maneuvers to activate or change lanes. Correct: Signal: 23 seat belts are designed_______. Correct: with an emergency locking mechanismElance: 24
When traveling on rural roads at higher speeds, remember that will______. Correct: you need a longer stop distanceQuestsion: 25 New pedestrian and school zone signs are on the pavement to warn drivers of an impending pedestrian crossing. I are_______. Correct: fluorescent yellow-green diamond-shapedQuestsion 1: Every 30,000
miles, __________. Correct: service of the automatic gearbox (if your car has one)Question 2: There have been improvements to the ABS including ________. Correct: an emergency assistance featureQuestsion 3: According to NHTSA, the combination of ____________ and __________ reduces the risk of serious crash-related head
injury by 83 percent. Correct: front airbags, seat beltsXx 4: Check a rental vehicle for ____________ before you leave the lot. Correct: scratches and dentsEa 5: If parts are replaced when you have done the work on your vehicle, ____________ Correct: ask for the replaced parts to be returned to you when you pick up your vehicleSyna 6:
One of the most important things to do before leaving the lot with a rental car is ______. Correct: check the backupQuestion 8: When stopped by the police, you need ____________ Correct: stay in your vehicle unless the officer mentions otherwisePathe 9: Do not try to drive from __________ hours on any day. Correct: 8Question 10: A
driving technique that could increase your fuel economy is to _____. Right: avoid unnecessary reglingEer of all my online school traffic responses Drive-Safely.net home page
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